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აბსტრაქტი
ტერმინი „მუჰაჯირი“ წარმოდგება არაბული მასდარიდან ჰიჯრა[თ],
რაც ქართულად ნიშნავს „გადასახლებას, საცხოვრებელი ადგილიდან
აყრას“. XIX საუკუნეში კავკასიის მკვიდრ მუსლიმანთა ოსმალეთში
გადასახლების იდეა მომგებიანი აღმოჩნდა როგორც რუსეთისთვის,
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ისე – ოსმალეთისთვისაც: რუსებს სჭირდებოდათ მუსლიმანებისგან
გათავისუფლებული ტერიტორია, ოსმალები კი დაინტერესებულნი იყვნენ
სულთნის ერთგული მუსლიმანური მოსახლეობით, რომელსაც შემდგომ
დაასახლებდნენ ოსმალეთის ცენტრალურ რეგიონებში არამუსლიმან
ხალხთა (ბერძენთა, ბულგარელთა, სომეხთა...) ნაცვლად, ან კიდევ –
მაკედონიაში, ბულგარეთსა თუ პალესტინაში, რომ იქ გაენეიტრალებინათ
ოსმალური ოკუპაციის მოწინააღმდეგე ადგილობრივი ხალხები.
რუსულ-ოსმალური ინტერესების დამთხვევის გამო, ჩრდილო
კავკასიაში მუჰაჯირობის პროცესი თავიდანვე დიდი გაქანებით დაიწყო და
მალევე მოიცვა თითქმის მთელი ჩრდილო-დასავლეთი კავკასია – სოჭიდან
ანაპამდე და ოსეთამდე. ჩერქეზეთის ნავსადგურებში მდგარ ოსმალურ
გემებზე რუსები ხალხს ძალით ერეკებოდნენ. აქვე აღსანიშნავია ისიც,
რომ ზღვიდან მოშორებით მდებარე სოფლებიდან გამორეკილ მთიელთა
ნახევარზე მეტი გზაშივე დაიღუპა.
1867-1870 წლებში მუჰაჯირობის პროცესი გავრცელდა ასევე იმხანად
რუსეთის უღელქვეშ მოქცეულ საქართველოს ტერიტორიაზე; 1867 წლის
აფხაზეთის აჯანყების ჩახშობის შემდეგ, რუსებმა ოსმალეთის იმპერიაში
ძალით გაასახლეს მისი მონაწილენი. ძირითადად, ესენი იყვნენ წებელდის
და გუმის მკვიდრნი – როგორც აფხაზები, ისე ქართველები (მეგრელები და
ლაზები); რწმენას რაც შეეხება: გასახლებულთა უმეტესობა ნომინალურად
კი აღიარებდა ისლამს, მაგრამ მათ შორის საკმაოდ იყვნენ აფხაზური
წარმართობის მიმდევრები და ქრისტიანებიც.
1877-1878 წწ. ოსმალეთთან ომში რუსეთის გამარჯვებამ მშობლიური ადგილების მიტოვება არა მარტო სულთნის მომხრე აფხაზ და
ჩრდილოკავკასიელ მუსლიმანებს აიძულა, არამედ – ოსმალეთის აწ უკვე
ყოფილ ქვეშევრდომებსაც, რომლებიც რუსებისადმი გადაცემულ (ან
ოსმალთაგან გათავისუფლებულ) მიწებზე სახლობდნენ, იძულებულნი
გახდნენ, იმპერიის შიდა ვილაიეთებში გადასულიყვნენ. იმხანადაც
ოსმალური და რუსული ინტერესები ერთმანეთს სრულებით დაემთხვა:
სანკტ-პეტერბურგს
ესაჭიროებოდა
მუსლიმანებისგან
დაცლილი
ტერიტორია, ხოლო სტამბოლს – სულთნის ერთგული მუსლიმანური
მოსახლეობა.
საკვანძო სიტყვები: ქართველი მუჰაჯირები, რუსეთის იმპერია, ოსმალეთის
იმპერია, დეპორტაცია.
Keywords: Georgian Muhajirs, Russian Empire, Ottoman Empire, Deportation
1. General Information about Muhajir Emigration from Caucasus region
The term “Muhajir” originated from the Arabian verbal noun Hijra[t], which
means “resettlement, leaving one’s homeland” (and the prefix mu- is used to form the
participle).
One part of scholars regards May 21, 1864 as the date on which migration
of Muhajirs started. That was when the Russian Army seized the Abaza village
g0bωad0ə (according to Russian sources Kbaada, the present day Krasnaya Polyana,
Sochi, Russia), which was the last center of resistance. Having annihilated the battleworthy part of the population, they told the women, children and old people to choose
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the place of resettlement: either the Ottoman Empire or one of the central provinces
of Russia. Later, the same choice was offered to the chiefs of almost all settlements
and communities of the defeated Caucasian highlanders (Circassians, Abazas and
Ubikhs) (See e.g. Dzidzaria 1962: 167; Dzagurov 1992: 61-62; Khorava 2005: 4-5;
Hacısalıhoğlu 2017: 4-5…).
According to Zakaria Chichinadze, an outstanding Georgian public figure,
Muhajir migration from the Caucasus started during the last two decades of XVIII
century. However, he suggested that the first outflow of Muhajirs occurred during
1815-1820 from Lazistan sancak, and during 1828-1829, when Muslim Georgians
(Lazes and Meskh-Javakhs) left the former Ottoman province of Akhaltsikhe.2
There is no information about the 1815-1820 resettlement. Thus, it would be
logical to start the history of Muhajirs’ migration from the Caucasus from 1828-1829.
Materials about the 1828-1829 migration of Georgian Muhajirs have been preserved
in Ottoman sources. Particularly, according to the Ottoman sources, one part of the
Muslim Georgians living in the province of Akhaltsikhe occupied by Russia, were
forced to leave their historical homeland forever. It is remarkable that in the Turkish
historiography they are referred as Akhaltsikhian Turks (Ahıska Türkleri) as well
as the Muslim Georgians exiled in 1944 by the Soviet Empire. For example, the
historian Nejla Günay cites remarkable data from the archive based on which in
1829 they settled the Muhajirs coming from the Ottoman province of Akhaltsikhe in
Achara and Artaani, but in 1878 forced them to leave that place and took them to the
west of Turkey. In 1892, 36 families of Akhaltsikhe Turks living in the surroundings
of Istanbul were registered (Günay 2012: 123-142).
Moreover, based on the archive documents recently found by him, the historian
Muhammed Yasin Taskesenlioğlu concluded that after the end of the war with Russia
in 1829, the Ottoman authorities settled the Muslim refugees from Akhaltsikhe and
Akhalkalaki in Ersis village (present-day Kılıçkaya in Yusufeli Ilçe, Turkey) to form a
densely populated community. In 1845, they took them to Erzurum and settled one or
two families in each district. Soon the refugees assimilated into the local population
and completely lost their historical (i.e. Georgian – T. P., M.L., F. Ç) self-concept
(Taşkesenlioğlu 2019: 32-33).
The second mass outflow of Muhajirs from the Caucasus started in 1870s:
before the beginning of the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-1878, the Ottoman Empire had
already sheltered about two million Caucasian Muhajirs. The ethnonym “Circassian/
Çerkez” was chosen to refer to them, as most of them were Circassians.3 Muhajirs
were given a number of benefits from Sultan: they could settle the state-owned lands
(vakufs); noble Muhajirs had preserved all their old privileges, which were practically
equal to those enjoyed by the Ottoman aristocracy. For the communities without
noblemen Sultan passed firmans prohibiting introducing changes to the system of
government. In peaceful times, Muhajirs were exempted from military service. Only
during wars were they obliged to fight on the Ottoman side fully armed (Hacisalihoglu
2013: 4).
2
3

regarding the resettlemnt of Lazes from Lazistan sancak, see Chichinadze 1912: 160.

Such generalization was prompted by the Russian sources; Compare: the Russian name of the Caucasian Chokha is “Cherkeska”, because Russians first saw that garment worn by Cossacks’ neighborig Circassians, while that male dress was created in Georgia and spread thoughout the Caucasus
from this country (for the history of Chokha see Topchishvili 2019).
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2. Muhajirs from Georgia
During the late middle Ages, Iran mostly tried to strengthen its position in
Georgia, the central Caucasus, through genocide and deportation. Ottomans first
invaded the territory and then tried to subordinate the local population by spreading
their religion among them. Russia’s occupational policy involved military aggression
as well as division of population according to languages and ethnicity (“Divide and
rule”).
During the second half of the XIX century Russia was trying to drive Ottomans
out of the Caucasus. Following its victory in 1877-1878 war Russia was interested
in resettling the Muslim Georgians in the Ottoman Empire and giving their lands
to Christian Armenians: Russians needed territories to be freed from Muslims.
Migration of Muslim Georgians to the Turkish territory was also convenient for
the defeated Ottoman Empire: Ottoman officials thought that Muslim Georgians
would be more loyal to Sultan than the non-Muslim peoples (Greeks, Bulgarians,
Armenians…) living in the central part of the Ottoman Empire, or Macedonians,
Bulgarians and Palestinians, who had been actively fighting against the Ottoman
occupation.
Due to the concurring interests of the Russians and Ottoman empires, the
process of Muhajir migration started in the North Caucasus as a large-scale movement
and soon covered almost all the Northwest Caucasus – from Sochi and Anapa
to Ossetia. Russians forced people to board Ottoman ships standing in Circassian
harbors. It is also worth noting that more than half of the highlanders driven from
inland villages died before they reached the destination. The crowded harbors became
a focus of diseases like typhus, the plague and others. From the fear of being infected
the Ottoman sailors refused to take sick people, so the Russian Army annihilated those
who were ill (Dzagurov 1992: 61-62).
In 1867-1870 the process of Muhajir migration renewed in the territory of
Western Georgia oppressed by Russia. Particularly, after suppressing the Insurrection
of Abkhazia 1867 Russians exiled the rebels to the Ottoman Empire. Most of them
were ethnic Abkhazians and Georgians (Megrels and Lazes) from the communities
of Tsebelda and Guma. As for the faith, most of the exiles nominally recognized Islam
as their official religion, but some of them practiced Abkhazian paganism or Orthodox
Christianity (Khorava 2005: 21). That process became more active in 1877; namely,
on April 30, 1877, 18 days after the declaration of Russo-Turkish War, pro-Ottoman
Kamlat-Pasha and Ozbek-Pasha Marghanias landed near Gudauta together with
their subversives. Kamlat-Pasha Marghania brought together the residents of nearby
villages – both nobles and peasants – and made them swear allegiance to the Ottoman
Sultan (Machavariani 1878: 154). This was followed by the 1877 Insurrection of
Abkhazia, which led Tsarist Russia to declare Abkhazians a “criminal nation” and
annihilated a large part of ethnic Abkhzians.4
4

Russia made the most of those who survived its loyal subjects for the following decades. It was
the Abkhazians won over at that time that Russia used against Georgia in 1920s and 1990s (For
Russia using Abkhazians in 1990s see: T. Putkaradze, Some Aspects of the Geopolitical Strategy
of Georgia: on Politicization of the Kartvelological Studies; Colected work: The Causes of War
in Georgia and Prospects for Peace, the Patriarchate of Georgia, Konrad-Adenauer-Foundation, Tb.,
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In 1877-1878, Kamlat-Pasha Marghania’s soldiers drove a large part
of population out of their native Abkhazia by force,5 leaving the mountainous
communities of Guma, Tsebelda, Bzipi, Abzhua and others empty. It is remarkable
that not all the exiles were ethnic Abkhazians: in the articles and accounts published
in the Newspaper “Droeba”: in 1878 (issues №№154, 155, 156, 157), Deacon Davit
Machavariani noted that Kamlat-Pasha Marghania forced many ethnic Georgian
families, including the family of Orthodox Priest Davit Akhvlediani, to board the
ships. Later, the Abkhazian historian Giorgi Dzidzaria (author of a book about
Muhajirs, which is remarkable for its partiality) admitted the fact that among the
exiles from Abkhazia there were many Georgians. He wrote, “Among the locals the
Turkish military leaders took away from Abkhazia in 1877, there were some nonAbkhazians as well. They were residents of the neighboring Samegrelo and other
districts of Georgia, who found themselves in the area of hostilities” (Dzidzaria
1982: 371).6
By the San Stefano Preliminary Treaty of Peace concluded on March 3,
1878, the historical Southwestern Georgia – Achara with Machakhela, Shavsheti,
Livana (Nigali) and the eastern part of Lazeti (coastline between the villages Gonio
and Limani, also valleys of the rivers Chkhali and Beghlevani) were ceded to the
Russian Empire. Russians merged the mentioned territories to form the Batumi region
(“okrug”), which was divided into two parts – districts of Batumi and Artvini7. At the
end of 1878, they launched propaganda about Muhajir migration across the newly
annexed territory. Russian officials urged the local Muslim Georgians to leave their
ancestral land and migrate to the foreign country. They actively spread rumors that the
Russian government would ban Islam, would christen all the Muslims by force etc.
2009, p 221-234. The work was read as a paper at the conference «The Causes of War – Prospects
for Peace » organized by the Patriarchate of Georgia and Konrad-Adenauer- Foundation, Tb., December 2-3, 2008. http://www.scribd.com/doc/9100139/Tariel-Putkaradze-Some-Aspects-of-the-Geopolitical-Strategy-of-Georgia
5

In 1867 the Abkhazian Muhajirs who migrated from Guma community (The present day Sokhumi
Municipality, Abkhazian Authonomous Republic, Georgia) were led by nobleman Katsia Marghania’s (1766-1866) younger sons: Kamlat and Ozbek. Upon thir arrival in Ottoman Turkey Sultan
awarded both of them the title of Pasha and settled them and their peasants in Bulgaria, the hottest
spot at that time. It was these brothers who suppressed the Bulgarian uprising in 1876 and distinguished themselves by extreme cruelty (Todorov 1953: 316-317).
6

«В 1877 году турецкое командование увезло из Абхазии и некоторое количество неабхазского
населения. Это относится, например, к жителям соседней Мегрелии и других районов Грузии
которые в тот момент оказались на территории военных действий» [V 1877 godu tureckoje
komandovanie uvjezlo iz Abhazii i nekotoroe količestvo neabhazskogo naselenija. Eto otnositsja,
naprimer, k žiteljam sosednej Megrelii i drugih rajonov Gruzii kotorye v tot moment okazalis’ na
teritorii vojennyh dejstvii]
7
For the information about Batumi region, the survey of Russo-Turkish conflict and the distinction
between “Batumi district” and “Batumi region” see T. Putkaradze, Conflict of Geopolitical Interests
in Transcaucasia: Batumi 1878, 1920, 1991, 2008; Collected works: “Southwestern Georgia in the
Context of the Neighbor States’ Geopolitical Interests”; Materials of the International Scientific
Conference on the occasion of the 130th anniversary of Achara’s return to Georgia; publishing
house “Shota Rustaveli State University”, Batumi, 2009. pp. 111-136. Also: T. Putkaradze,
Terminological Errors and Fraudulent Symbolic Dates (Analysis of official documents concerning
Batumi created in 1918-1921 in the context of news war); Saint Andrew the First-Called Georgian
University Faculty of Humanities and Law, Works, VIII, 2018, pp. 151-170.
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Meantime, Ottoman officials spread letters about the merciful Ottoman Sultan
and the fertile lands he offered the former subjects of the empire for settlement.
Naturally, that had an influence on Muslim Georgians: most of them were forced to
leave their ancestral homes for good and migrate to Ottoman Turkey.
Zakaria Chichinadze, a well-known Georgian public figure, wrote, “The
largest mass migration from Kobuleti started in 1877. Statistics regarding the
migrants differ according to sources. Some say that the number of families who
left Kobuleti for Ottoman Turkey was 2500, the total number of males and
females forming 12 000; some claim that 5000 families migrated, but are not sure
about the exact number of individuals; others state that Ali Pasha exiled 7000
families from Kobuleti (Chichinadze 1912: 91-92). At the same time, 15 000 people
migrated from Zemo (“upper”, Tr. N.) Achara, making up more than 60% of the whole
population of that area (Kasap 2019: 213; Çelebi 2009: 128-130).
After Cessation of hostilities in 1878, Russia and Ottoman Turkey
concluded a top secret treaty, which strictly prohibited the settlement of Muhajirs
in the territory lying east of Sivas (Asan 2016: 42). Consequently, the Ottoman
authorities made sure that Muhajirs were concentrated in strategically located places –
on the Black Sea coast of Turkey (districts of Ordu and Sinop), also on the outskirts of
Istanbul (Sakarya-Düzce-Adapazarı, Izmit, Bursa-İnegöl) and Palestine. Meanwhile,
they withdrew all the Circassians and Abkhazians from Bulgaria and settled them on
the Aegean coastline and in Syria (Todorov, 1953: 451: Kasap 2019: 321).
According to the Ottoman documents of that period, a large part of Georgian
Muhajirs migrated to the Ottoman Empire after the end of the war, and most of them
walked all the way to the destination. The refugees from Artvini and Batumi were
taken to Khopi, Arkabi and other neighboring harbors, where they embarked for
Istanbul and other places they chose [themselves]. Others were sent to different places
located on the Black Sea coast. The refugees from Kobuleti were settled in the nearest
Khopa and Pazar (Atina) kazas (provinces, Tr. N.). In 1879, the refugees who had
walked to Trabzon center were lodged in Akcaabat nahiye village Suva (Akyazı) and
from that place were later taken to Ordu. By July 1, 1886, 1034 Georgian families
(4254 people) coming from Kobuleti had been settled on Ordu kaza coast. Out of this
number, 393 families (1572 people) remained in Ordu kaza, while 224 families (932
people) went to Perşembe nahiye, 67 families (355 people) left for Ulubey nahye,
119 families (517 people) went to live in Habsamana, and 231 families (875 people)
settled down in Bolaman.8 (Demirel 2009: 1128-1129).
8

„Artvin ve Batum göçmenleri Hopa, Arhavi ve diğer takip eden limanlardan vapurlarla İstanbul
veya iskân edilecekleri bölgelere sevk edilmişlerdir. Göçmenler, Karadeniz sahili boyunca uygun
yerlerde yerleştirilmişlerdir. Batum Çürüksu göçmenlerinden bir kısmı hemen sınıra yakın Hopa ve
Pazar (Atina) kazalarında iskân edilmişlerdir. 1879 yılında kara yoluyla Trabzon şehir metkezine
gelen göçmenler geçici olarak Akçaabat nahiyesinin Suva (Akyazı) köyüne yerleştirilmişler ve daha
sonra Ordu’ya göçmen gönderilmişlerdir. 1 Temmuz 1886 tarihi itibarıyla Ordu kazası dâhilinde
toplam 1034 hanede 4254 nüfus Batum Çürüksu Gürcü göçmeni iskân edilmiştir. Bunlardan Ordu
kazasında 393 hanede 1575 nüfus, Perşembe nahiyesinde 224 hanede 932 nüfus, Ulubey nahiyesinde 67 hanede 355 nüfus, Habsamana’da 119 hanede 517 nüfus, Bolaman’da 231 hanede 875
nüfus iskân edilmiştir.“
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At the beginning of 1880, a delegation of Muslim Georgian public men led
by Shuakhevi mufti Loman Efendi Kartsivadze9 (see the picture 01) left Batumi
district for Istanbul to find out if they could trust the Ottoman officials’ promises.
At that time Loman Efendi was a public figure and patriot well known throughout
the Southwest Georgia – he had received higher Islamic education in the Ottoman
Empire, spoke several foreign languages and was regarded as a friend by authorities
in both St Petersburg and Istanbul (Putkaradze... 2013: 11-21). Loman Efendi foresaw
the danger awaiting the Southwest Georgians in Ottoman Turkey and from Istanbul
sent an encrypted letter to Georgia urging the population not to leave their country
for Ottoman Turkey as such act would sooner or later lead them to destruction. His
message was spread throughout the Southwest Georgia and played a significant role
in slowing down the process of Muhajir migration.
Upon his return to Batumi, Loman Efendi accompanied by muslim klergymen
visited General Komarov, military governor of Batumi okrug. He explained to the
governor that although in past, being loyal to the former Tsar, he had been interested in
migration of the population of the annexed territories to Turkey, in the given situation
their departure would end in disaster. Loman Efendi swore loyalty to the Russian
Emperor and presented the people’s petition to the governor. The petition contained
several issues whose solution would prevent the Georgian population’s migration to
Turkey. Particularly, the people were asking Russian officials to examine civil and
criminal cases based on Koran and Sharia law; leave the taxes the same as they were
during the Ottoman rule; not to close the schools functioning at mosques and not
to make studying at Russian state schools compulsory. Other demands included not
calling up Muslim population for military service in the Russian army; treating the
locals humanely etc. (Megrelidze 1964: 12).
The migration of Muhajir Georgians found great resonance among the
progressive public circles of Georgia; particularly, both public men and the wide
public demanded the stoppage of Muhajir migration and rescuing Georgians from
expatriation. For instance, the newspaper Droeba (“Time”, Tr., N.) published accounts
from Achara and Abkhazia ( See: 1878 issues №№: 41, 129, 189, 190, 247, 239, 253,
267; 1879 issues №№: 14, 24, 32, 35, 40, 127, 145, 177, 208; 1880 issues №№:4,
95, 118, 131, 151, 168, 196, 228, 234; 1882 issues №59; 1883 issue №245) about
the difficult life of Muhajirs going to and already living in Ottoman Turkey and other
similar issues. Thanks to such publications, the Georgian public of that time (including
those who were considering leaving Achara or Abkhazia for Ottoman Turkey but had
not made up their mind yet) were well aware of the possible harm Muhajir migration
could do to their country. Most accounts published in Droeba were anonymous and
came under the heading of “Telegrams.”
9

Apart from Loman Efendi Kartsivadze the delegation included the clergymen: Keda mufti
Akhmed Khalipashvili and Khulo cadi Nuri Beridze, also laymen: Hussein Abashidze, Nuri
Khimshiashvili, Sheriph Khimshiashvili, Tevfik Atabagi (Jakeli), Dursun Tavdgiridze, Tupan
Sharvashidze, and Ahmad Khalvashi. It is remarkable that in Turkish sources Loman Efendi
Kartsivadze is referred to as a “rare erudite” (Enderun Alimi), (See: Âlî, Nusretnâme, 82a; a.

mlf., Künhü’l-Ahbâr, 307a; Müneccimbaşı, III, 539 / Joseph von Purgstall Hammer,
Devleti Osmaniye Tarihi, trc. Mehmed Ata, İstanbul 1332, VII, p. 64).
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A famous Georgian writer and public figure, the Pater Patriae Ilia Chavchavadze
(see picture 02) published a remarkable article “Domestic Affairs” in №2 issue,
1879 of the georgian magazine Iveria. The article concerned the process of Muhajir
migration from the newly annexed Batumi district. After an extensive review, the
author concluded: “The newly annexed country is facing an invasion similar to the
invasion of locusts. The invaders are petty bureaucrats (Russian clerks, T. P.), who are
even greedier and more insatiable than locusts. The responsibility for such situation
lies with those who let that all happen.”
After some time, the Russian empire’s government had to consider the
protest expressed by Loman Efendi Kartsivadze, Christian Georgians and wide
public: on August 5, 1880, the governor issued a special order. The order allowed
practicing Islam, but strictly prohibited blood feud killing. In order to deal with insults
and fights the population had to go to court. The government allowed women to wear
veils and the taxes remained the same, although a grain rent was replaced by taxes
paid in money. Moreover, poor peasants were fully exempted from taxes. The Russian
government did not call up the Georgian population to their army, but they demanded
establishment of Militia to defend the district. Every local serving in Militia would
be paid salary. Madrasas (Muslim schools) would be opened at mosques. Russian
schools would also function, but they would not be mandatory. Such terms meant that
the Russian government made concession to the Georgian population of the annexed
lands and recognized their rights.
Thus, thanks to the efforts taken by Loman Efendi Kartsivadze and the
progressive Christian Georgian public men, the process of Muhajir migration slowed
down. What is more, the Russian government issued passports to those Muhajirs who
decided to return to Georgia. It is worth noting that among those willing to come
back were Abkhazian Muhajirs – noblemen Rashid Gechba, Edirbey Marshania
and Salih Tsanba. They willfully took their peasants to the Russian border (in village
Limani, The present day Liman köyü in Hopa İlçe, Turkey), but soon the Ottoman
army and gendarmerie started in pursuit of them. However, a considerable part of
Abkhaz Muhajirs (see Picture 03) managed to enter the Russian territory by sea. They
reached the village Adlia near Batumi. Russians did not allow those people to return
to Abkhazia, but since Muhajirs had already been granted the official permission to
return to Georgia, they did not send them back to Ottoman Turkey either and let them
stay in Achara (Dzidzaria 1962: 125). Today the descendants of those people live in
the villages Peria, Tsinsvla, Salibauri, Charnali, Adlia, Angisa etc., also in Batumi (the
so-called “Beer Factory” settlement).
On February 3, 1882, the official deadline for migrating to the Ottoman Empire
expired. The government issued a special proclamation saying that henceforth it was
not possible to enter the territory of Ottoman Turkey without a foreign passport. In
addition to that, Vicegerent Alexander Mikhailovich Dondukov-Korsakov passed a
top-secret special order prohibiting the return of Muhajirs from the Ottoman Empire.
The border was closed between Russia and Ottoman Turkey. So, the mentioned date
should be considered as the end of Muhajir migration, however, according to some
authors (Sh. Megrelidze, G. Dzidzaria, T. Achugba etc.) illegal migration of Muhajirs
between the Russian and Ottoman empires continued more or less actively until 1912
(during 20 years after the official prohibition).
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Based on the information provided by Eugène Dalleggio Prof. Shushana
Putkaradze (2013, pp. 308-309) suggests that the number of Georgians, not counting
Lazes, who migrated to Ottoman Turkey from 1880s to 1920s made approximately
300-400 thousand. According to Kasap (2019: 315), the number of Muhajir Lazes
equaled about 8000, while B. Khorava supposes that nearly 40, 000 Abkhazians
became Muhajirs. As follows from the above, between the 19th and 20th centuries,
about five hundred thousand people fell victims to Muhajir migration.
3. Descendants of Muhajir Georgians today
Today, descendants of Muhajir Georgians live in three regions of Turkey: on
the Black Sea coast of Turkey (Girsun, Ordu, Samsun, Sinop and Amasya ils), in
Northwestern Turkey (Düzce, Sakarya, Izmit, Bursa ils), on the Marmara and Aegean
coastline (mostly in Gönen il). A small part of them lives in Lazeti – Rize il Pazar
(Atina) İlçe village Hamidiye (Laz. Eski Trabuzani) and the city Kayseri (in the center
of Turkey). Separate families have left the mentioned regions for big cities of Turkey
(Istanbul, Ankara, Izmir…). According to the data provided by T. Putkaradze (2015),
M. Chokharadze (2016: 55-57), T. Topchishvili (2017), I. Ghutidze (2016) and other
scholars, also based on the results of quite a few expeditions conducted by us, it
can be concluded that the number of Georgian Muhajirs’ descendants living currently
in Turkey is more than three million. However, the number of those who consider
themselves ethnic Georgians is much smaller.
In July 2019, based on the data obtained during the expeditions conducted by the
Georgian Patriarchate St Andrew the First-Called University Center of Kartvelology,
there are up to five hundred thousand Georgians living on the Black Sea Coast of
Turkey alone (See Picture 04). Not all of them can speak their mother tongue well,
but most of them are aware of their Georgian origin. Based on our data, the identity
of ethnic Georgians’ new generation is determined by the Turkish citizenship: one
part of Muhajirs consider themselves “Turkish”. Such self-concept is conditioned by
their free integration into the Turkish state through the Turkish language. Those who
consider themselves Turkish are well aware of their Georgian origin. Many of our
respondents said:
- My parents are Georgians. They speak Georgian, but I am Turkish.
The new generation of Muhajirs’ descendants hardly speaks any Georgian, but
they told us the stories of their ancestors. For instance, among our materials there are
stories about the old generations, the ancestors from “Batumi,” who escaped from
Russians to find shelter in Ottoman Turkey.
Based on linguistic and ethnic self-concept, the present day descendants
of Georgian Muhajirs can be classified into the following groups (at this stage of
research, we restrain ourselves from publishing their percentage):
1. those who cannot speak Georgian and consider themselves Ethnic Turks;
2. those who speak Georgian, but consider themselves Ethnic Turks, because
for them it is not prestigious to speak Georgian and they do not like being an ethnic
minority;
3. those who speak Georgian at home, but prefer their children to receive
education in Turkish or other languages (English, French etc.), which they consider
more prestigious; they easily identify themselves with the Turkish linguistic area and
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culture and have a double linguistic and ethnic self-concept, although they try to help
their children to integrate into the Turkish world;
4. those who may have forgotten all the distinguishing features of the Georgian
national culture (the historical mother tongue, customs etc.), but being aware of
their origin and their ancestors’ culture, still call themselves gurjis, which means
“Georgians”; members of this group are patriots of the Republic of Turkey and at the
same time they try to revive the distinguishing features of their ancestors;
5. those who speak Georgian – their historical mother tongue, and consider
themselves Georgian. For them Georgian is a native language and they try to
hand down their ancestors’ language and culture to their descendants (See also, T.
Putkaradze 2015: 32-39).
We could add that representatives of the group 1 predominate among the young
generation aged 25-30; representatives of the groups 2, 3, ad 4 mostly belong to the
middle generation (people aged 30-50); and the group 5 is composed of the older
generation – people over 50. Such classification reveals the danger that after several
decades, the Georgian self-concept will be completely lost among Georgian Muhajirs’
descendants together with the Georgian speech.
Note: Only a small part of the Turkish citizens of Georgian descent has a clearly
Georgian ethnic identity. However, if they are provided with unbiased academic
information, the number of those who identify themselves as ethnic Georgians will
considerably increase.
The historical (Georgian) self-concept of Muhajirs’ descendants was seriously
damaged by the one-sided information provided to them in XX century. Particularly,
they were told that Muhajirs were banished from Georgia by Christian Russians and
Georgians. Due to such informational pressure, many think that Christian Georgian’s
aggression should be held responsible for Muhajir migration. Such theory is
strengthened by I. Stalin’s Georgian origin. For example, a 70-year-old narrator
from Samsun Il, Çarşamba İlçe, Kestanepinar village, named oppression of Muslims
by Georgian Stalin and his threat to exile them to Siberia as the main reason of
Muhajir migration. Actually, the repressive regime of Stalin and Beria was formed
50 years after Muhajir migration (I. Stalin was born in 1878, the year when the new
outflow of Muhajirs from Georgia started).
Some respondents suggested that the main reason of Muhajir migration was
religious persecution. E.g., one of them said, “they did not allow Muslims to study
or to pray. They only had very few rights, so they could not stay there”).
Thus, we can make the following conclusions:
Due to the purposeful informational pressure, unlike Iranian Georgians,
Turkish Georgians wrongly believe that the tragedy of their migration was caused by
other Georgians’ aggression.10 Such belief makes it easier for Muhajirs’ descendants
to integrate into the host society and accelerates the disappearance of the Georgian
linguistic and cultural heritage. Compare: all generations of Georgians deported to
Iran are very well aware of the reason of their tragedy – deportation. 100 years after
the deportation this pain was made worse by the massacre of Fereydan Georgians by
Karim Khan during the siege of Tsikhe-Mta (“climbing wall”, Tr., N.). (For details,
10

The policy of imperial Russia should not be identified with Russian people either.
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see T. Putkaradze 2019). The knowledge of the real history of Muhajir migration,
particularly, recognition of the fact that the Muhajir migration was caused by the
imperial interests of Russia and Ottoman Turkey and not Christian Georgians’
aggression, will reduce their alienation from Christian Georgians. On the one hand,
knowledge of unbiased truth about the history will enable present day Georgian
citizens of Turkey to promote strengthening the neighborly relations between Georgia
and Turkey; and, on the other hand, Muhajir Georgians’ descendants will be more
motivated to preserve the linguistic and cultural heritage of the Georgians living in
Turkey.
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1. The mufti of Shuakhevi community, Muslim Georgian erudite Loman Efendi Kartsivadze
(1812-1889). The photo from the private collection of his descendant, Mr. Nodar Kartsivadze.
One of the descendants of Loman Efendi is also the author of this article, prof. Tariel Putkaradze.
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2. The famous Georgian writer, political figure, poet and publisher who spearheaded the revival
of the Georgian national movement in the second half of the 19th century, during the Russian
rule of Georgia; Pater Patriae Ilia Chavchavadze (1837-1907). In 1987 he was canonized as
Saint Ilia the Righteous by the Georgian Orthodox Church. The photo from private collection.

3. Ethnic Abkhazian muhajirs, resettled in the village of Adlia (near Batumi), 1888. The photo
by Russian photographer Dmitry Ermakoff, from the collection of the National Parliamentary
Library of Georgia.
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4. The authors of the article (second from right - prof. Tariel Putkaradze, fifth from left - Dr.
Mikheil Labadze, sixth from left - Dr. Fevzi Çelebi) together with Mr. Hüseyn Tavlı (third
from right), ethnic Georgian mayor (Belediye Başkanı) of Turkish city of Ünye and the other
descendants of Muhajir Georgians.

